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Rep. Williams decries 
w orld  nuclear buildup
By Kyle Albert
Kaimin Reporter
“We are in the throes of an 
immense worldwide military 
buildup,” said Montana Rep. Pat 
Williams in a speech before a 
capacity crowd in the un­
derground Lecture Hall last 
night.
O f Reagan’s proposed trillion- 
dollar defense plan for the next 
five years, Williams said “Guns 
and butter are in a head-to-head 
war, and butter is losing.”  He said 
the Pentagon consumes the 
equivalent of the entire Montana 
state budget for education in one 
hour on military spending.
Williams said the world is no 
safer as a result of the current 
nuclear stockpile, which has a 
million times the destructive 
capabilities o f the Hiroshima 
bomb.
The United States would need
1.000 nuclear weapons rated at a 
destructive power o f 350 
megatons to destroy all major 
Russian urban areas, Williams 
said. The United States actually 
has 9,000 nuclear weapons rated 
at 4,000 megatons and is begin­
ning a campaign to build
17.000 more, he added.
Williams said the pursuit of 
nuclear superiority has cost 
America the lead in conventional 
force. The Russians have 1,000 
more aircraft than the United 
States, twice as many people in 
their standing army, three times 
as many submarines and four 
times as many tanks.
Williams also pointed to what 
he called the Pentagon’s 
penchant for “Buck Rogers 
junk,”  such as the Daisycutter 
bomb of the Vietnam era and the 
People-sniffer, which only helped 
locate water buffalo. He said the 
B-l Bomber was not junk, but 
admitted it was ineffective.
On the subject of nuclear 
proliferation, Williams said, “The 
terrorism which faces our 
children (nuclear proliferation) i f  
this is not stopped is a night­
mare.” He blames the military 
industrial complex for the arms 
race. “War is too important to be 
left to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and the Pentagon,” he added.
The official word on the deploy­
ment of the MX Missile has 
changed often, radically and 
rapidly, . Williams said. The 
current plan is that the missiles 
will be housed in 350 Minuteman
II and III  silos in Wyoming and 
Montana.
Williams said he doesn’t be­
lieve the MX will bolster national 
security because, according to 
Casper Weinberger, U.S. Secre­
tary of Defense, it will be obsolete 
by 1990. To date Williams has 
consistently voted against the 
MX.
Williams said he doesn’t trust 
Soviet leadership, but he feels 
improved diplomatic relations 
would be preferable to the MX 
for security purposes.
R EP. P A T  W ILLIA M S  SPE AK S  out against w orldw ide 
nuclear buildup during his speech last n ight to a capacity 
crowd in the underground lecture hall. (S ta ff photo by P erry  
Backus.)
Decision on Peterson 
reappointment expected soon
By Renata Birkenbuel
Kaimin Reporter
Gov. Ted Schwinden is ex­
pected to decide this month 
whether John Peterson, a 
member of the Montana Board of 
Regents, will be reappointed for a 
second seven-year term. Peter­
son’s term expires Feb. 1.
A S U M  P res id en t S teve 
Spaulding, in a letter to
Academics, athletics combined . .  .
Denney: athletic liaison
By Sam Richards
Kaimin Reporter
It takes a lot of time to wear two 
hats at the University of Mon­
tana.
Evan Denney, on UM’s staff 
since 1969, is a geography 
professor who recently completed 
a three-year stint as chairman of 
his department. He is also the 
faculty athletic representative for 
men’s sports at UM, a job in 
which he is responsible for check­
ing on UM’s adherence to athletic 
rules, representing UM in the 
National Collegiate Athletics 
Association and helping student 
athletes maintain good grades 
while they participate in sports.
Denney said he thinks people 
have the idea that watching all 
the sporting events and making 
all the road trips with the various 
teams makes for an easy job, but 
was quick to deny that.
“ It’8 not a perquisite after the 
first time,” said Denny, “when a 
trip takes a whole weekend and 
you realize you should have been 
watching your son playing 
soccer. It’s a burden, but I like it.”
His main function as the 
athletic representative is to make 
sure UM abides by rules set down 
by the university, the Big Sky 
Athletic Conference and the 
NCAA. Determining athlete 
eligibility is a big part of his 
duties.
Denney said UM has a triple­
check system to make sure a
student is eligible for inter­
collegiate sports. Registrar Phil 
Bain checks all data that affects 
the student’s status first. Athletic 
Director Harley Lewis checks the 
number of years of eligibility the 
athlete has left, and then Denney 
checks everything again.
One of the NCAA ’s bywords is 
self-enforcement, find school^ 
must know the rules because 
they’re changing constantly.
“ Someone w ill inevitably 
violate a rule through ig­
norance,”  Denney said, “ and you 
don’t cover it up because it will 
lead to more problems.”
Any male athlete who receives 
financial aid to play for UM must 
maintain at least a 2.0 grade 
average on a four-point scale. 
Students not recruited but who 
play for the team anyway have a 
minimum requ irem ent o f 
between a 1.6 and a 1.9 average, 
depending on how many quarters 
they’ve attended UM. Denney 
said the median grade point 
average for the varsity football 
team is 2.61, compared with an 
average of 2.76 for the general 
student body. He said the basket­
ball and track teams’ averages 
are similar to that of the football 
team.
All athletes must take at least 
12 credits each quarter.
Even though Denney doesn’t 
serve as an academic adviser for 
student athletes, some seek his 
advice when scheduling or hav­
ing problems in classes.
“He explained to us (at the 
beginning of the year) that he’s 
the one we go to see when we have 
academic problems,” said Bob 
Connors, a freshman quarter­
back on the football team. Con­
nors said Denney also told in­
coming athletes to “watch 
yourselves” when it comes to rule 
violations.
“ He’s keeping us from being 
UCLA,” Connors said, referring 
to recruitment violations that will 
keep that school out of post­
season activity this winter.
Denney said he attends 
breakfasts with new students oii 
their one NCAA-permitted cam­
pus tour before they enroll, and 
said he answers both academic 
and athletic questions the 
student-athletes may have.
Bob Lowry, coach of the-foot­
ball team’s offensive line, said 
Denney is a fine representative.
“ His aim is prevention rather 
than cure,” Lowry said in 
reference to Denney’s attempt at 
stopping possible rule violations 
before they occur.
“He’s made himself very 
accessible,” Lowry added.
Denney works closely with 
Lewis, who also felt Denney is 
doing an excellent job. Lewis said 
Denney interprets the rules very 
literally and never resorts to 
getting around them.
D en n ey  d escr ib ed  h is  
relationship with Lewis as
Cont. on p. 8
Schwinden last December, re­
quested that Peterson not be 
reappointed, saying that Peter­
son “ lacks the sensitivity and 
desire to consider the interests of 
students in his decisions as 
regent.”
Spaulding criticized Peterson 
for lobbying other regents to vote 
against the Montana Public In­
terest Research Group (Mont- 
PIRG) fee proposal, for failing to 
meet with the group and for 
having a poor attendance record 
at regent meetings.
The regents recently voted 
three to two against a proposal to 
allow a $2 waivable fee system for 
MontPIRG. (See related story this 
page.)
“ I felt it was time for new blood 
because he’s served his time 
there,” Spaulding said o f Peter­
son, who has been a regent since 
1975. Spaulding later added that 
he was expressing his own 
opinion in the letter and was not 
representing the student body or 
ASUM.
Spaulding also criticized Peter­
son for opposing boarding up the 
UM Liberal Arts Building win­
dows last summer and for not 
listening to UM President Neil 
Bucklew and student regent 
Shelley Hopkins, both of whom 
Spaulding said spoke in favor of 
the project.
Irving Dayton, acting com­
missioner o f higher education, 
praised Peterson and criticized 
Spaulding.
“ Spaulding was put out 
because Peterson didn’t vote the 
way he wanted him to,” Dayton 
said. “ I f  Spaulding’s idea of a 
good regent is somebody who 
votes the way the students want 
them to, then that’s not my idea of 
a good regent.”
“No particular constituency 
should own a regent,” Dayton 
added. “A  regent must vote on 
what he or she feels is hest for the 
university system and the state
Peterson, contacted at his Butte 
office, would not comment on 
Spaulding’s statements.
Regents revise 
MontPIRG funding
By Bill Miller
Kaimin Reporter
Members of the Montana 
Public Interest Research Group 
(MontPIRG) steering committee 
were confident going into the Dec. 
11 Montana Board of Regents 
meeting. They hoped that, with 
the abundant support they 
drummed up during the Fall 
Quarter, the regents would ap­
prove the group’s desired 
waivable fee funding system. The 
regents did not approve.
MontPIRG is a non-profit 
organization run by some 
students at the University of 
Montana. Once a funding system 
is established, it will examine 
consumer and environmental 
issues. The waivable fee system 
would have assessed each stu­
dent $2 at registration. The 
students, up until the third week
of the quarter, could request a 
refund of their money. The UM 
administration would serve as a 
collecting agent for the group.
The majority of .the regents 
didn’t like the proposal and 
amended it into a “ positive check­
o ff system.”  Through this 
system, the UM administration 
would collect $2 only from 
students who pledged their 
money to MontPIRG by checking 
the appropriate box on their 
registration form.
Regents Lewy Evans, Billings; 
Jeff Morrison, Helena and John 
Peterson, Butte, voted in favor of 
the positive check-off system. 
Elsie Redlin, Lambert, and Mary 
Pace, Bozeman, voted against it 
Student Regent Shelley Hopkins, 
Missoula, presided over the 
meeting while the MontPIRG
Cont. on p. 8
opinions
Complaints 
are misdirected
O.K. readers, you’re not doing your job.
W ait; let’s amend that. Most of you— if you read more 
than “Doonesbury” — do an excellent job of 
complaining about the Kaimin. You complain about it 
to friends, neighbors, enemies and (when none of the 
preceding sure available) wsdls. But too few of you take 
your complaints to what we naively consider the most 
logical place: the Kaimin.
We know the Kaimin is far from perfect, and we want 
to improve it. So if you see a problem, tsdk to us about it. 
We’re not mind readers; we don’t know what you think 
is wrong unless you tell us. And what bothers you now 
will probably continue to bother you if you won’t take a 
moment to tell us what it is so that we csui do something 
about it.
We genuinely wsmt to know what it is that bothers 
you. We’re students here at the Kaimin. We’re working 
on our joumsdistic skills emd on ourselves at the same 
time that we’re working on putting out a real newspaper 
in the real world. If we make a mistake it isn’t “just a 
grade”; it’s out there with our names on it. And if we 
make a really bad mistake and print something 
libelous, we won’t get off by saying, “We’re just kids” — 
we’ll be sued. Naturally, we try not to make such 
mistakes.
We’re still learning, however, and often we’re so close 
to — or so busy with — the Kaimin that we miss 
something. So if there’s some area that we should be 
covering but aren’t, tell us. If we miss an important 
angle on a story, tell us. If we report something that 
simply isn’t so, please, please tell us.
And if you tell us, we’ll listen. Recently, for example, 
we’ve heard complaints that the Kaimin treats too 
many stories as if they were scandals of the magnitude 
of Watergate. So now we’re trying to correct that 
problem — but if we do come across another Watergate, 
we’ll be sure to let you know.
Brian Rygg
Postscript
Today is World Literacy Day; teach yourself three 
new words. As Rudyard Kipling said, “Words are, of 
course, the most powerful drug used by mankind.”
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PACKAGE OKAY3
J O S H E S
g y
HB NEVER 
SHOUBNUHAO NEVER 
ARE YOU TWO SHOUJEOT
TRYING TO M IT  ARE YOU 
\  ____  SURE?
I  PONT UNDERSTATE. 
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Letters Policy
Letters should be typed (preferably triple 
spaced), no longer than 300 words (although 
longer letters will be printed occasionally), signed 
with the author*s name, class and major (as well as 
telephone number and address, for verification 
purposes only) and mailed or brought to the 
Montana Kaimin, J-206. Unless otherwise 
requested in writing, the Kaimin will correct 
spelling and capitalization errors but make no 
other corrections. The Kaimin is under no 
obligation to print all letters received: potentially 
libelous letters will be returned to the author for 
revision, and anonymous and pseudonymous 
letters will not be accepted.
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d e v o t e  Yo u r  
LIFE To PEACE? 
ARE You CRAZY?
D O  Y O U  W A N T  
T O  G E T  K I L L E D ?
WwM G ta
THE WORLD
• Two Solidarity leaders 
urged Polish workers to 
prepare for a general strike 
against the martial law 
regime,'according to uncen­
sored reports reaching the 
West late Wednesday.
• French Socialist and 
Communist leaders will 
meet today to discuss their 
sharply differing views on 
the Polish crisis. Socialist 
French President Francois 
Mitterand has condemned 
the imposition o f martial 
law in Poland, but the 
French Communists have 
followed Moscow’s lead and 
supported military rule as 
the on ly  a lte rn a tiv e  
available to the Polish 
government.
THE NA TIO N
• With just a day to go 
before his own deadline for 
drawing up the 1983 budget 
plan, President Reagan still 
is undecided about whether 
to seek new taxes to keep the 
federal deficit from soaring 
beyond $100 billion.
• After seven weeks of 
struggle, U.S. Steel Corp. 
has won con tro l o f 
Marathon O il Co. by 
defeating Mobil Corp. in a 
multi-billion dollar merger 
battle. The new company 
will be the nation’s 12th 
largest industrial concern.
M ONTANA
• Montana Power Co.
has asked the state Public 
Service Commission for a 
$13.5 million increase in 
natural gas rates. Montana 
Power said its sales are 
declining from energy con­
servation, business closures 
and the switch by industries 
from gas to coal. According 
to the utility, the average 
residential customer’s bill 
would rise by 19 cents a day.
• The first group of 
Cubans is expected to arrive 
at the former Glasgow Air 
Force Base in February, 
says Don Beckm an, 
manager o f the former base, 
now called Valley In­
dustrial Park. Beckman 
said the first group will 
probably be the 70 Cuban 
mental patients now at the 
St. Elizabeth Hospital in 
Washington, D.C.
Two university schools 
receive industry grants
Two University of Montana 
schools received donations over 
the holiday break totaling almost 
$29,000.
The UM forestry school receiv­
ed $25,000 from the Burlington 
Northern Foundation in Seattle 
to help build a research and 
public service facility at the UM 
Lubrecht Experimental Forest.
The $25,000 will be used to 
augment a grant o f $524,000 
received by the forestry school in 
early November. The grant came 
from  the M .J. M urdock 
Charitable Trust in Portland, 
Ore., and also will be used in the 
building o f research facilities at 
the school’s experimental forest. 
The Murdock grant was the 
second largest in UM history.
The UM School o f Pharmacy 
and Allied Health Services receiv­
ed $3,750 in donations from the 
Burroughs-Wellcome Company, 
which manufactures phar­
maceuticals.
The money was donated by five
ra
NORTON BUFFALO
Monday — Jan. 11
$3.75 Advance $4.25 at the Door
Tonight: STRAIT LACE
Grand Opening
30-40% off all 
X-COUNTRY 
SKIIS
S K I  R E N T A L S  A V A I L A B L E
SKI CORKER
1805 BROOKS 728-9537
• WITH THE 
BICYCLE HANGAR) •
THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE IS CURRENTLY 
ACCEPTING RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1982-83 ACADEMIC 
YEAR. APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED AT  
THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE, ROOM 101, 
TURNER HALL, OR AT ANY OF THE RESPECTIVE 
HALL DESKS. APPLICANTS MUST HAVE A 
MINIMUM 2.00 G.P.A. AND AN INTEREST IN 
WORKING WITH PEOPLE. INTERVIEWS WILL BE 
SCHEDULED DURING WINTER QUARTER, AND  
NEW RESIDENT ASSISTANT WILL BE SELECTED 
PRIOR TO THE END OF SPRING QUARTER. 
QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO THESE POSITIONS 
SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE RESIDENCE 
HALLS OFFICE. APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE 
COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO THE 
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE BY JANUARY 15,1982. 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
pharmacists who each won a 
$750 award at the eighth annual 
Burroughs-Wellcome Pharmacy 
Education Program held Sept. 21 
in San Antonio, Texas. The 
money will be added to a revolv­
ing loan fund for deserving UM 
pharmacy students.
The five pharmacists who won 
the awards were Mark Buck, 
Missoula County Hospital, Mis­
soula; Jack DeYoung, College 
Pharmacy, Helena; Karen L. Gill, 
Columbus Hospital, Great Falls; 
Bridget Parker, Everett, Wa.; and 
Carol Herron, Fairbanks, Al.
FRIDAY SPECIAL SATURDAY SPECIAL 
Steak and Spaghetti Italian Buffet
with Salad Bar with Salad Bar
$3.50 5-10 pm $4.25 s-,oP.„.
BEER • WINE • SPIRITS AVAILABLE
MACE’S mu SAXTEYO^
^ ______________ 241W_Mgin__ 543-8414
FLASH CADILLAC
BAND FROM
AMERICAN
GRAFFITI
$5.00 ADVANCE  
$6.00 D A Y  OF SHOW
Jan. 14
tU  e /T Z O U S S J L
2200 STEPHENS AVENUE ► «!► 4t> ~>> 4> <*»
BOB W ARD’S
« A N D  W IN T E R
% 5 y
C o a t s
D O
S A L E
OLIN 
& ATOMIC
Get Your Tickets 
Now for 
BOB WARD’S
FREE
SKI
NITE
SAT. JAN. 16 
7-10 P.M. AT
MARSHALL
TICKETS AT OUR 
SKI DEPARTMENT 
UNTIL 5 P.M. 1/16/82 
No Free Tickets at Slope
GLOVES
u p / i n  %
TO * X U  OFF
1980-81 Nordica
Boots 40 OFF
OFF
REDUCED PRICES 
O N  BINDINGS
CROSS-COUNTRY: 
an adventure on slds
• COMPLETE PACKAGE
Name Brand Fibreglass Skis . . . Poles 
Bindings and Boots . . .  All for
7995
ID SONS
HIGHWAY 93 AT SOUTH AVE. MON-FR1. 9-9 SAT. 9-5:
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classifieds
lost o r found
personals
THEY ARE all standing still.
help wanted
services
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for 
History 152, Chemistry i l l ,  Biology 101, 
Economics, 211, Anthropology 101. For more 
information come to University Center 104 or 
call 243*6661. 44*5
w eekend
FR ID AY
Meetings
Recycling Committee, ASUM Conference Room, 
University Center 114,11 a.m.
Registration
University Center Course Registration, UC 
Ticket Offices, 11 a.m.
Dance Club
International Folk Dance Club will be dancing 
at the Men’s Gym, 7:30-11 p.m.
SATU RD AY
Luncheon
Delta Kappa Gamma Brunch, UC Montana 
Rooms, 10 a.m.
SU ND AY
Movie
Though / Walk Through The VaUey, a film 
about a person’s last months of living and dying. 
Free. Wesley House, 1827 Arthur, 6 p.m.
MONDAY
Registration
University Center Course Registration, UC 
Ticket Offices, 11 a.m.
Meetings
Wilderness Institute, UC Montana Rooms, 1 
p.m.
Movie
French film: Le diable botteux (The life of 
Talleyrand.) $1. Liberal Arts Building Room 11,8 
p.m. e
Lecture
Bob Thoft, Montana state representative from 
Ravalli County will speak on the potential for 
biological controls in Montana and the Northweet. 
Free. Missoula County Courthouse, Room 201, 7 
p.m.
I f  the median scores made by 
college graduates on the Army 
General Classification Test are a 
reliable criterion, our best brains 
go into the physical sciences, 
including engineering; our se­
cond best into law; and our third 
best into English. . . .  A t the 
bottom, in this order: Education, 
Home Economics, and Physical 
Education.
—Joseph Wood Krutch
Have the courage to live. 
Anyone can die.
—Robert Cody
typing
LOST: BUSINESS Analyst II calculator Finals 
Week. Between the Griz and BA Bid. Will identi­
fy; need badly. Please call Steve, 243-4615.
____________________________________________ 44-4
LOST: RAG wool sweather on Jan. 6th in the LA
Bldg. Call 728-0148._______________________44-4
STOLEN: HOUSE robbed Friday nits — Sony 
cassette player, 12 tapes, red velvet jewelry box, 
opal necklace, jade earrings, driftwood and 
seashell mobiles — all taken. Reward for any
info. — 721-4694._________________________ 42-4
ALL  SENSE of good taste. I f  found, don’t attend 
65th FORESTERS BALL CONVO. 42-3
SHAMROCK PRO FESSIO NAL SERVICES. 
Word processor for all error-free typing needs, 
also weekends and evenings by appointment.
251-3828, 251-3904._______________________42-38
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958. 41-78
WORD PROCESSOR and IBM typing. Lynn, 549- 
8074; thesis specialist/editor. 42-38
transportation
RIDE NEEDED to Columbia Falls Friday, Jan. 
8th, after 5 p.m. Return Sunday p.m. Share gas.
728-8297.______________________________  42-4
SAVE $300.00—2 tickets Msla. to Wash. D.C. S250 
each or best offer. Call 251-4761 after 5. 42-5
SUN VALLEY — The powder’s waiting. Ski Club 
trip, Feb. llth-15th. Sign up now. W.C. 109.
________________________________________  44-5
WASTE NOT, recycle. Recycling committee 
meeting today, 11 a.m. — ASUM Conference
Room (UC 114). _________________________44-1
SUN VALLEY, best snow in years. Ski in the sun 
with Ski Club, Feb. 11-15. Sign-up now. W.C. 109.
______________________________________  44-5
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for 
History 152, Chemistry 111, Biology 101, 
Economics 211, Anthropology 101. For more 
information come to University Center 104 or
call 243-6661._____________________________44-5
STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP will be offered at 
the CSD, Monday-Friday, Jan. 11-15, at 8 a.m. or
1 p.m. Call 243-4711.________________  43-2
RECYCLING  THE BLUES? Why not throw 
them away and help us recycle cans and paper 
instead. 11:00 today; ASUM Conference Room.
44-4
fo r  sale
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for 
History 152, Chemistry 111, Biology 101, 
Economics 211, Anthropology 101. For more 
information come to University Center 104 or 
call 243-6661. 44-5
fo r  rent
43-2
ACTUAL MOTION is from front to back, as in a 
T.V. set, rather than from side to side. 43-2 
LOOKING FOR a summer job? U.S. Forest 
Service and Bureau of Land Management will be 
at the Science Complex Room 225, Tuesday, Jan. 
12,3:00-5:00 and 7:00-9:00 p.m. with employment 
info and applications. 43-3
WE’VE MOVED from the Ballroom to the U.C. 
Theatre — 65th Foresters’ Ball Convo. Mon., 
Jan. 11 at 8:00 PM — FREE. 42-3
UNFURNISHED BASEMENT apartment. Close
to University. 243-4615.___________________44-5
CLOSE TO U. Furnished 2-bdrm. duplex, quiet
pets O.K. $195. 549-2955.__________________44-1
CLEAN 2-BDRM. basement; near U. All utilities 
pd.; carport. $260 plus deposit. Call after 4:00 
p.m, 721-3137.____________________________ 43-3
roommates needed
WANTED: ROOMMATE to share 2-bdrm. trailer, 
$75/mo. 728-5306. Keep trying. 44-1
ROOM AVAILABLE, share bath, kitchen, 
laundry facilities, older or returning student. 
$125. 410 N. Curtis, on bus route. 543-3288. 
Barbara Trowbridge. 42-3
cooperative education 
program
GLACIER PRODUCTIONS, Missoula— needs a) 
Office- Manager, upper division preferred, 
Business Education major with office mgmt 
skills, 20 hr/wk, $5/hr.; b) Person Friday, 
production/promotion field. Journalism, PR, 
layout skills, 10-15 hr/wk, $3.50/hr. DL: 15 Jan. 
82. For further info on all internship, Main Hall
125.________________________________ 46-3
GLACIER PRODUCTIONS, Missoula -  needs a) 
Office Manager, upper division preferred, 
Business Education major with office mgmt. 
skills, 20 hr/wk, $5/hr.; b) Person Friday, 
production/promotion field, Journalism, PR, 
layout skills, 10-15 hr/wk, $3fi0/hr. D L  15 Jan. 
82. For further info on all internship, Main Hall
125._______________________________  46-3
MSLA REHAB CENTER needs Personal Care 
Attendants for 1-3 qrts., paid positions, max. 6 
hr./da. Reap, for providing care to disabled 
individuals and assist with training clients in 
independent living skills. DL: 12 Jan. 82. 42-4 
BURLINGTON NORTHERN: $1300-$1500/mo. 
DOE, approx. 9 mo., Wildlife/Forestry 
background, emphasis on experience. DL: 15
Jan. 82.__________________________________ 42-4
STATE LANDS: Vol. or work-study, 10-15 hrs/wk, 
2 positions: writing skills, editing to write and 
revise scripts, activity plans for orientations, 
presentations, etc. Wntr and Spr qtr. D L  13 Jan.
82.______________________________ 42-4
WORKSHOPS: REGARDING BLM and NPS 
seasonal application. Jan. 8, LA  306, 11 am & 
Jan. 11,7 pm. Sign up for packet, Main Hall 125, 
X-2815. 42-3
miscellaneous
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for 
History 152, Chemistry 111, Biology 101, 
Economics 211, Anthropology 101. For more 
information come to University Center 104 or 
call 243-6661. 44-5
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for 
History 152, Chemistry 111, Biology 101, 
Economics 211, Anthropology 101. For more 
information come to University Center 104 or
call 243-6661._____________________________44-5
EUROPE: B ABYSITT IN G  FOR $. Choose 
your employer from high socioeconomic 
families. Benefits include: rm/bd, salary, 
vacation. Info available on Switzerland and 12 
other countries. Send $10 cash/check to C. 
Steinbruchel, PO Box 152, 8025, Zurich, 
Switzerland. 43-2
BAR PERSONNEL wanted, must be able to work 
nights. Apply at the Stadium — 125 So. 3rd W. 
721-4895. 432
DID THE HOLIDAY RUSH 
GET TO YOU?
Come to the Big Sky Barber Styling 
College for Relaxing Service
TRY OUR STYLE CUTS OR PERMS 
— MAYBE A FACIAL!
BIG SKY COLLEGE 
of BARBER-STYLING
OPEN 9-6 TUE.-SAT.
No Appointment Necessary 
800 Kensington Ave. 721-5588V /
I K Bookstore
University Center 
P.O. Bex 8148
Missoula, Montana 88808
U of M Campus 
(408) 243-4921
Bryan Thornton -  General Manager
TEXTBOOK REFUND POLICY
1. Do not remove price tags.
2. Full refunds on textbooks will be allowed 
during the first two weeks of the current 
quarter, under the following conditions:
SAVE YOUR RECEIPT. You must pre­
sent a cash register receipt with the 
current dollar amount of the books. 
Do not write in or soil your book if you 
think you will change your class. A 
marked book is a used book and 75% 
will be refunded. We cannot issue re­
funds on workbooks that have been 
written in. We’ reserve the right to 
pass judgment on condition of re­
turned items.
3. Charged items require original sales slip 
for return.
4. For one additional week you may return 
books if you present verification of 
withdrawal from the registrar’s office 
when you change or drop a class for 
which you have purchased a book. Books 
returned must be in original purchased 
condition — a new book that has been 
written in will NOT be returnable.
5. After the refund period is over you will be 
requested to keep books until the buy­
back scheduled during finals.
4
DATES TO REMEMBER 
January 20 —
Last refunds without drop/ad 
January 27 —
Last refunds with drop/ad 
March 15-19 —
Buy Back
FRI. H A P P Y  H O U R
4:30 — 6:00
*  Free hot and cold hors d’oevres
*  Free chips and sauce
*  Specially priced drinks in the garden bar
Acapulco
fftxican fatiuranc au ra t
145 W. Front Downtown Missoula
BIRDS FLY 
SOUTH. 
WE USED 
TRUCKS.
The Good Food Store has 
migrated to 920 Kensington. 
We’re now ready to serve you 
Monday through Saturday, 
9:30-6:00, Friday nights 
till 9:00. There’s plenty o f 
free parking at our new 
expanded facility.
TRADING POST
SALOON
YOU CAN AFFORD US
T G I F
Thank God It’s Friday
NOON  —  6 P.M.
*1.00 PITCHERS 
2SC SCHOONERS
50C HI-BALLS
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1 0 — 11 P.M.
100 BEER $1°° PITCHERS 
500 HI—BALLS
etfrelhaus 9 3STRIP
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Food
Store
Bulk & W hole Foods
2021 South 
Ave. W. 
549-1831
4th j 
Anniversary
in appreciation we are returning to 
our original Gyros price for one 
month. Thank you Missoula!
ATHENS
3 Hour Happy Hour 
6:00 — 9:00 
V2 Priced Drinks
LOWEST DRINKING 
PRICES IN TOWN
featuring LION
NO COVER CHARGE 
Music Begins 9:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, 
JANUARY 8
HAPPY HOUR
5:30 7 PMthru
Cafe 8c Cafe Bar Open
Connie’s
130 W. Pine 549-2000
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BOOGIE!
Poor Monroe Back! 
Blueerass at its best!
ASUM committee studying 
campus recycling program
I f  the University of Montana 
campus seems tidier in the near 
future, the ASUM Recycling 
Committee will be responsible for 
it.
Research is being done by 
committee members to determine 
the level of campus recycling of 
aluminum cans, computer paper 
and newspaper, said Ruth 
Sjelvik, chairman o f the com­
mittee.
Various departments havfc
G enera l adm ission 
tickets for the Jan. 16 
Bobcat-Grizzly basketball 
game will go on sale Mon­
day at 8 a.m. in the field- 
house. Cost is $4.
A  UM student identifica­
tion card can be used to 
purchase one ticket per 
student. Yellow all-season 
athletic tickets and silver 
winter-spring athletic 
tickets can be used for the 
game.
The game was originally 
scheduled for noon, but 
game time has been chang­
ed to 7:30 p.m.
been contacted to determine 
potential involvement in recycl­
ing, as well as the best storage 
locations.
Committee members are work­
ing closely with the UM Physical 
Plant, which is responsible for 
sanitation and fire hazards on 
campus.
“They’re supportive,” Sjelvik 
said, “ but they’re concerned with 
consistency and sanitation. All 
signs, bins and storage locations 
will be approved by the Physical 
P lant before implementing 
them.”
The committee is also working 
with Friends to Youth, a non-
POLAND (AP ) — Poland’s 
Rom an C ath o lic  prim ate, 
Archbishop Jozef Glemp, has 
sa id  p u b lic ly  th a t  th e 
government’s coerced loyalty 
oaths and its demands that Poles 
resign from Solidarity are invalid 
and unethical, according to un­
censored reports reaching the 
West yesterday.
In a sermon to 3,000 people last
profit organization in Missoula 
that counsels kids in trouble with 
the law. The organization offers a 
recycling pick-up service and 
splits the proceeds from recycling 
between the Friends to Youth 
program and the recycling pro­
ject so that the project will be self- 
supporting.
All funds contributed to the 
recycling project will be used for 
further recycling and conserva­
tion projects on campus.
The ASUM Recycling Com­
mittee will meet today at 11 a.m. 
in University Center 114, the 
A S U M  Conference Room. 
Volunteers are welcome.
night in St. Peter’s Cathedral in 
Warsaw, Glemp also criticized 
internment camp conditions and 
implied that the church knew of 
more than the eight deaths the 
government has reported since 
martial law was imposed Dec. 13.
Poland’s military rulers said 
yesterday soldiers are working in 
factories, mines and farms and 
are “ protecting” transport.
Glemp criticizes government
WORLD
THEATRE
2023 SOUTH HIGGINS 
PH.728-0095
NOW SHOWING
SHOW TIMES
E N D S  S O O N  7:00 & 9:15
“ ‘ABSENCE* COULD WELL BE 
THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR”
-FRED YAGER, ASSOCIATED PRESS
VITOS
Friday-Saturday Dinner Special
$ 0 0 0  f° r a litre  o f
Sangria
(with dinner order)
i_________CO UPO N EXPIRES JAN. 9 __________
Mexican and American Food
aaan '
I O I  ARTISTS, LTD., PRESENTS
E M A N U E L  A X , PIANIST
IN  AN
“A LL BEETHOVEN PROGRAM” 
WEDNESDAY, JAN U AR Y 13,1981 A T  8:00 P M . 
U N IV E R S ITY  TH EATRE  
{58.50/87.00/85.50 -  GENERAL ADMISSION  
84.50 -  STIDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS 
Tickets Available at University Center Box office, 243-4383 
■imvsnwFn r y t h f  a s h i  performing ARTS SERIES
OLYMPIA 12 pac bottles*..... $449
CELLA ROSATO... 750 ml.. ,.$279
★  24-hour film processing service ★
GRIZZLY GROCERY
KAMPUS KEG KORNER
C om er of S . Higgins and E. Beckwith 721-2679
Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-midnight — Sat.-Sun. 8:00-midnight
$229
COKE &  TAB ... 6pac cans . 8 I 89
RAINIER 6 pac cans........
(W hile  they last!)
PAUL SALLY 
NEWMAN FIELD
ABSENCE 
DF MALICE
Gallant . . . Gregorious . . . 
Griz . . . Glufably . . .  
Gubble Our Goodies
o  Id f  OWN
cafe 127 w.
Aider 
M  7 am-
c-cm 2 pm
*•*" 7 daya
a weak
Complacency plagues black student unions
College Press Service
Maureen Crump has had it. 
After four years of trying to or­
ganize black students on the pre­
dominantly-white University of 
Arizona campus, the senior radio 
and television major has given 
up. The message she hears over 
and over again is that nobody 
cares about politics anymore.
“ I ’m sorry I  ever came here,”  
she says as she explains the 
Arizona Black Student Union is 
virtually defunct in the wake of 
the group advisor’s resignation.
Maureen Crump’s frustration 
is typical of many black student 
political activists in recent 
months. Many o f the black stu­
dent unions and other political 
minority groups that sprang up 
on campus ten or more years ago
THE STADIUM
We've got your sport covered!
Fool, Football, Video Games, Ping Pong, 
Darts, Big Screen T.V.
Happy Hours 5-6:30 & 11-12 
25$ Beers — Daily — 11-3
Sundays — % Price Draft Beer 
Yt Price Pool All Day!
Great Hamburgers, Sandwiches, 
Pizzas and Fresh Popcorn too!
125 So. 3rd West 
1 BLOCK WEST OF SOUTH 
END OF HIGGINS STREET BRIDGE
on campuses nationwide are now 
struggling to stay alive.
Though there are still strong 
black student unions (BSU) on 
some campuses, the recurring 
pattern is that black student 
activism is low while there has 
been a corollary rise in black 
fraternities, sororities and other 
social groups.
The decrease in activism coin­
cides with a recent increase in 
“ serious racial incidents”  in the 
society at large, according to the 
U.S. Department of Justice. Cam­
puses have also been plagued by 
racial confrontations—usually in 
the form of anonymous letters 
sent to black student leaders— 
more over the last three years.
In just the last month, black 
l e a de r s  at  P e n n  and 
Massachusetts-Amherst have 
received death threats, while 
racist posters were tacked up 
around the Wesleyan University 
campus. Polls of black students 
on many campuses—including 
Arizona’s—that haven’t ex­
pe r i e nce d  o ve r t  r a c i a l  
provocations reveal a majority of 
black students consistently com­
plain of feeling isolated.
Nevertheless, “we (the BSU) 
can throw a party and get 500 
people, but we can only get one- 
tenth o f that for a political 
meeting,”  observes David 
Barnes, outgoing president o f the 
University of Maryland BSU.
“ BSUs have potential,”  adds 
A1 Simmons o f Study and 
Struggle, a Chicago-based
ASUM
is now accepting applications 
for a student to serve on the
Missoula City Council
and for a student to serve on the
Auxiliary Service’s 
Board of Directors
For more information, please contact
ASUM  at 243-2451
Applications available in UC, 105
network o f black groups on 15 
Illinois campuses, “but they need 
historical perspective. In the 
seventies they degenerated into 
having pizza parties and getting 
together to improve their 
resumes.”
Sterling Henry, an organizer of 
last month’s National Organiza­
tion o f Black University and 
College Students’ meeting at 
Howard University suggests 
numbers make it hard to organize 
political groups.
He notes that only 25 percent of 
the 1.5 million black students 
enrolled in college is scattered 
among 3,000 predominantly- 
white campuses.
Crump agrees that 400 black 
students out o f a total Arizona 
population o f 30,000 aren’t going 
to have much impact on their 
administration.
“Things are so bad here,”  she 
says, “we beat UCLA (in football) 
and nobody even threw a party.”
It’s a far cry from even 1975, 
when the campus had an activist 
BSU and a regular black student
newspaper.
“ I ’ve talked with older people 
who stayed in Tucson,”  Crump 
says, “ and they say it was a 
different group o f people then. 
They were people coming out of 
the civil rights movement filled 
with fire. They cared more.”
Maryland’s Barnes also says 
that “ in the sixties the majority 
(of blacks) were urban students. 
Now the university is recruiting 
more blacks from middle and 
upper-class homes. There are 
more suburban blacks on campus 
now, and they’re different from 
urban students.”
“Most o f those (civil rights) 
issues are gone,” says Dr. Robert 
Svob, Arizona’s dean o f students, 
“ and there is a leadership 
vacuum.”
But Henry says today’s 
students face different issues. 
“ Students are going through a lot 
o f changes,”  he says. “There are 
new issues, new concerns. The old 
problem was just getting into 
college. The new problem is 
surviving once we’re there.”
Registration for draft 
continued by Reagan
WASHINGTON (AP ) — In a sharp policy reversal, 
President Ronald Reagan has decided to extend the draft 
registration program he once criticized as ineffective and a 
meaningless gesture, administration sources said yesterday.
Reagan’s turnaround apparently was prompted by advice 
from Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger and Secretary of 
State Alexander Haig Jr., who argued that suspending draft 
registration would send the wrong signal to the Soviet Union 
in the midst of the Polish crisis.
A  formal announcement o f the president’s decision was 
expected later in the day.
Draft registration was resumed in July 1980 by then- 
President Jimmy Carter to provide a list o f eligible young men 
in the event a national emergency required reinstatement of 
the draft. Actual draft inductions ended in December 1972.
Since July 1980, according to Selective Service head­
quarters, 6.5 million young men aged 18 through 21 have 
registered for the draft, and more than 800,000 failed to 
register.
On Dec. 10, the Justice Department temporarily suspended 
plans to seek indictments against some of those 800,000 who 
failed to register. Civil liberties groups interpreted the action 
as a signal that Reagan might end draft registration.
UM’s moot court team 
makes nationals again
The University o f Montana law 
school will send a team of three 
law students to New York City 
today to compete in the National 
Moot Court Competition.
Members of the team are
§8s C3
S3®
Blue Cross of Montana claim 
forms are no longer necessary to 
process your claims for 
outpatient hospital or doctor 
benefits. Just provide Blue Cross 
of Montana with the itemized 
statement you receive from your 
hospital or doctor which must 
indicate the following:
1. DATES of service
2. CARE or TREATMENT rendered
3. DIAGNOSIS or diagnosis code
4. Breakdown of CHARGES
5. Patient’s NAME
6. ADDRESS
7. S.S. # number
If you are hospitalized as an 
inpatient, give your Blue Cross ID 
numbers to the hospital and they 
will file yodr claim.
If you have any questions, please 
contact the Blue Cross 
representative at:
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
Blue Cross Office 
634 Eddy
Missoula, Montana 59812
728-0457 
549-7626
Blue Cross
of Montana
seniors Robert Brown, Nashua; 
Peggi Gilliam, Helena; and Gary 
Walton, Livingston.
In the regional moot court 
competition at the University of 
Oregon, Eugene, held Nov. 5, 6 
and 7, the team placed second, 
behind the Gonzaga law school. 
Its showing in competition with 
15 other teams from seven 
schools in the Northwest region 
earned both the UM and the 
Gonzaga teams the right to com­
pete in New York.
The team will compete in a 
mock court situation, arguing a 
case against another team before 
a judge.
The National Moot Court Com­
petition, which was won by a UM 
team last year, is sponsored by 
the Young Lawyers Committee of 
the Association of the Bar o f the 
City of New York and the 
American College o f T ria l 
Lawyers.
The purpose o f the competition 
is to provide a meeting ground for 
judges, lawyers, faculty and 
students.
The team’s coach is Bari Burke, 
a visiting assistant professor this 
year in the UM law school. She 
will accompany the team to New 
York.
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FEATURING THE 
FINEST FOODS IN 
THE MEXICAN 
TRADITION.
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday 
11:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
4:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Saturday: 4:30-10:00 p.m.
227 W. M ain Dow ntown Missoula 721-3854
Montana Barber College of Hair Design 
Welcomes U of M Students
$ l o o  O F F
STYLE
Expires Feb. 30, 1982 
-------- Clip and Save------- — 1
sports------------- --------
Lady Griz Bulldogged
DRAKE’S ENTIRE TEAM can only watch with open mouths 
as Doris Deden goes to the basket. Deden scored 10 points as 
the Lady Griz lost 71-65. (Staff photo by Perry Backus.)
UNIVERSITY ALPINE SKI CLASSES 
BEGINS THURSDAY, JAN. 14th 
12:00 NOON 
Includes Five Lessons and 
Half Day Lift Tickets
*40.00HALF PRICE RENTALS  $5/DAY
W/LESSONS
CLASSES FOR BEGINNERS — EXPERTS 
ALL COMERS, RACE TRAINING BEGINNING  
THURSDAY, JAN. 14th. INCLUDES RACES 
AND VIDEO COACHING. $5 A DAY
MISSOULA SKI SCHOOL 
728-7756
CLASSES HELD A T SNOW BOWL
Date Time Place
Jan. 13 10-2 UC Bookstore
Regular $4.50
Now $350
with 24 points to lead all scorers. 
Teammates Riek and Newlin 
added 13 apiece.
Four Lady Griz finished the 
game in double figures. Doris 
Deden, starting sophomore 
center, and Barb Kavanaugh, 
starting freshman guard, had 10 
points apiece. Eckmann chipped 
in 12, and Bratt played an all- 
around game, finishing with 19 
points and three assists to add to 
her ten rebounds.
UM went into a full-court man- 
to-man press the second half in 
an attempt to stifle Drake’s inside 
offense. But Bauman and Riek 
continued to score underneath.
“ I think we could have defend­
ed better,”  UM head Coach Robin 
Selvig said. However, he added, 
“ It was a good ballgame — well 
played.”
Selvig’s team beat Stanford 
University 65-52 in Tuesday’s 
opening game of the tournament 
to advance to the championship 
game against Drake.
Montana’s 2-3 zone was effec­
tive in stopping Stanford’s inside 
game, forcing the Cardinals to 
take poor outside shots. Selvig 
said that was the key to the game.
“Defensively we just played 
great,” Selvig said, obviously 
happy about his team’s victory 
over Stanford.
Selvig was especially pleased
with his young team, comprised 
of five juniors, four sophomores 
and four freshmen, for bouncing 
back after a poor 10-minute 
stretch in the second half.
UM committed 14 turnovers in 
the second half compared with 
only six in the first half.
Four Lady Griz scored in dou­
ble figures against Stanford. 
Deden made seven o f 14 field goal 
shots and was perfect on six free 
throw attempts for a game-high 
20 points. She also blocked six 
shots. Eckmann and Bratt added 
s ix  baskets ap iece, and 
Kavanaugh added 10 points. As a 
team, the Lady Griz shot well 
from the line, hitting 13 of 14.
UM ’s Siobhan Hathhom lead 
all rebounders with 10.
In consolation action Wednes­
day night, Stanford beat the 
University of Washington 69-67 
to take third place in the tourna­
ment. Meg Metzger, a junior 
forward, scored 21 points and 
yanked down 10 rebounds to lead 
the Cardinals. Leteia Hughley, a 
freshman guard, pitched in 15 
points for the Huskies.
Drake defeated UW Tuesday 
night, 66-50, to advance to the 
finals.
Two Lady Griz players, Doris 
Deden and. Cheri Bratt, were 
selected to the All-Tournament 
team. Metzger and Riek were also 
honored. Lorrie Bauman of Drake 
was chosen Most Valuable 
Player.
The Montana State University 
Bobcats, 4-7, will enter Grizzly 
country next Thursday, as the 
Lady Griz, now 10-2, meet them at 
7:30 p.m.
The Bobcats “ obviously are not 
great,” Selvig said, “ but because 
o f the Bobcat-Grizzly game, 
they’ll come down here to play.” 
The Lady Griz Junior Varsity 
team will play an alumni team in 
a preliminary game at 5:15.
The University o f Washington 
will be back in town to play UM 
on the Lady Griz’s home court 
next Friday evening starting at 
7:30.
Quality Cuts and Much Lower Prices (No Appointment Necessary)
FRANCHISED
ROITIER Styles
Perms
Shaves
Razor Cuts 
Coloring 
Beard Trims
Regular Haircuts 
French Braiding
All Services Under Direct Supervision of a 
Roffler Trained Stylist.
Tuesday-Saturday 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 133 W. Main—Downtown Missoula 721-277
By Renata Birkenbuel
Kaimin Reporter
Despite using a tough 2-3 zone 
defense that caused the Drake 
University Bulldogs to take 
perimeter shots in the first half, 
the Lady Griz basketball team 
fell to the Bulldogs 71-65 in the 
championship game of the Lady 
Griz Insurance Classic II.
The Drake team, which had 
four starters 6-feet tall or taller, 
shot 46 percent from the field the 
first half, thanks to outside 
bombs from senior guard Connie 
Newlin, sophomore forward Kay 
Riek and freshman guard Karlin 
Hayes. UM shot 43 percent from 
the field.
But Montana led at halftime, 
28-27, after starting guard Cheri 
Bratt hit for six points inside and 
forward Juli Eckmann connected 
on three outside shots to lead the 
Lady Griz.
UM boxed out the bigger Drake 
team, and Bratt hauled down 
eight defensive rebounds the first 
half on her way to a game-tying 
high o f 10. Drake’s Jan Krieger 
also had 10 rebounds.
But the second half was a 
different story. The inside 
shooting o f Lorri Bauman 
frustrated UM as the sophomore 
center hit five of six shots to give 
Drake the lead, which it held for 
the rest o f the game. She finished
regular-unleaded- 
premium — Student 
checks accepted
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issue was being discussed and 
could vote only to break a tie. Ted 
James, regent from Great Falls, 
was ill and could not attend the 
meeting.
The MontPIRG steering com­
mittee was shaken by the deci­
sion. “We were really confident 
but were turned down and we 
don’t know why,”  said David 
Hust, senior in economics and a 
member of the steering com­
mittee.
“ It did seem that this was 
something the Missoula com­
munity wanted,” added Dave 
Lilieholm, junior in art and also a 
member of the steering com­
mittee. “ It (MontPIRG) had un­
precedented support on campus 
and in the private part of town.”
According to Hust, Mont- 
PIRG’s waivable fee system had 
the support of UM President Neil 
Bucklew, ASUM President Steve 
Spaulding, the ASUM Central 
Board, the UM Faculty and Staff 
Senates, the Missoula City Coun­
cil, the Democratic Council of 
Missoula and about 3,700 UM 
students who Bigned a petition 
supporting MontPIRG last 
spring.
Spaulding said the waivable 
fee issue had even more support 
than when ASUM requested an 
increase in activity fees from the 
regents in the spring of 1980 and
D e n n e y .  •
Cont. from p. 1
“ straightforward, with mutual 
respect.”
Denney himself said that UM 
runs “ a very tight ship”  when it 
comes to athletics and added that 
to do that successfully, the people 
in the athletic department must 
be good people.
Denney particularly wants to 
avoid problems like the Lee John­
son case, which occured in March 
1977 when the Big Sky conference 
found UM guilty of playing an 
academically ineligible player 
(Johnson). The Grizzlies were 
forced to forfeit a Big Sky cham­
pionship that season.
Denney said it is hard for a 
student to go to classes full-time
was granted the increase by the 
regents.
But, according to Hopkins, the 
regents are to act in the best 
interest o f the university system 
and will not approve something 
they feel is detrimental to it. “ It 
doesn’t matter how much support 
a group has,” she said.
Evans, Morrison and Peterson 
said they didn’t oppose the con­
cept behind MontPIRG, but 
didn’t support the idea of 
students being assessed Mont­
PIRG fees without first being able 
to decline paying them. “ I don’t 
feel an outside interest group 
should have an inside track on 
student fees,” Morrison said.
“ I can’t pretend it is not an 
inconvenience,”  said Redlin of 
- students having to request a 
refund after being assessed under 
the waivable fee system. She 
added, however, that the in­
convenience would be worth 
getting MontPIRG on its feet 
with a strong funding base.
Members o f the steering com­
mittee believe the positive check­
o ff system will not furnish this 
funding base because, according 
to Hust, “ it has a history o f not 
working.” The original Mont­
PIRG, which used the positive 
check-off system, folded in 1976 
after four years because it lacked 
funds. The steering committee is 
determined to push for the 
waivable fee system and will
and then spend hours every day 
on the practice field.
“ It’s a credit to those in­
d i v i d u a l s  wh o  co m m i t  
themselves and follow through,’.’ 
Denney said. He noted that Craig 
Zanon, who played on the UM 
basketball team until last year, 
was one o f the nine Division I 
athletes in the country to win the 
N C A A  P o s t  G ra du a t e  
scholarship. He had a 3.67 grade 
average his first four years.
Denney also said that “ a high 
percentage” o f athletes graduate 
eventually.
“ (The students) realize they 
won’t be cracking the pros for 
multiple thousands o f dollars a 
year,”  Denney said.
present its case again at the 
regents meeting March 5.
Bucklew praised the way the 
steering committee presented its 
case at the meeting but stated he 
will not support the waivable fee 
system in the future. “ It is clear 
that the Board of Regents has 
considered a proposal, modified it 
and established a policy with that 
matter, and is prepared to stick 
with it,” he said.
“ I accept that change and will 
live with that policy, Bucklew 
added.” I think I have a respon­
sibility to deal with the board in 
that lway.”
Bucklew also said he is 
prepared to enter into a contract 
with MontPIRG to start collect­
ing fees under the provisions of 
the positive check-off system.
Hust said the steering com­
mittee members are not sure what 
they will do between now and 
March 5 but have indicated that 
they may fund with the members’ 
own money, a research project to 
show what MontPIRG is capable 
o f doing. They may also lobby the 
regents whq opposed the 
waivable fee system.
Today’s
weather
I We’ll have cloudy, but not j
| so cold, weather through | 
] tomorrow.
■ H igh today 24, low [ 
: tonight 18.
Missoula Youth Homes is seeking 
applicants for a VISTA (Volunteers 
in Service to America) positions.
This job offers the opportunity to work 
with troubled youth ages 10-18 who live in 
our 3 group homes.
We are looking for someone who is 
interested in social work and adventure 
education (similar to Outward Bound 
activities).
This is a "volunteer”  position funded by 
the Federal ACTION program. The pay is 
approx. $340/mo.; approx. 40 hours a 
week — flexible.
Due to time constraints resumes must be 
turned in to our office, 617 Owen St., no 
later than Jan. 12. Phone 721-2704 for 
further information. Applicants must be 
available for interviews on Jan. 13 and 
able to start training on March 16,1982.
' ^ L A C X
9taak House
6 Lounge
700 W. Broadway 728-2668 
Join us for  our
Saturday Night 
Live Special!
Happy Hour from 11:30-1:00 
While You Watch SNL and
Join in the
Ugly Tie Contest
Wear your ugliest tie and if it 
beats Bill, the bartender’s, 
you get a FREE DRINK 
Tomorrow!
rxxxxxcr 2200 STEPHENS AVENUE*
DANCE with the
BOP-A-
DIPS
FRIDAY-
SATURDAY
2 for 1 drinks 7-9
Tonight and Tomorrow
KOSTAS
2 for 1 Mixed Drinks Happy Hour
Mon.-Thurs. Mon.-Sat.
• 9 :30 -10 :30  5 :00-6:30
''REST/HJ1MNT4
Above the Rishashay and Crystal Theater 
515 S. Higgins Ph. 542-01
Lunch at the Lily
Friday
Ortega Chili Quiche 
Crab Cripes
11:30 a.m. — 2:00 p.m.
Study Skills Workshop
Five Sessions Covering:
Note-taking 
Time Usage
Concentration
Test preparation
Daily at the CSD in the Lodge 
Jan. 11—15, 8 a.m. or 1 p.m.
Call 243-4711
The Squire says... Welcome Back Students 
Gather With Your Friends at the Pub
AFTER YOUR CLASSES — Celebrate and quench your thirat in our cozy, 
intimate Olde English atmosphere. We feature giant tankards of 
draft beer and the most delicious mixed drinks anywhere.
Happy Hour 5-6
Squirts #lbe €nglts>Ij $ub
FAIRWAY SHOPPING CENTER
Q g } WINE, SPIRITS, & BEER
FAIRWAY SHOPPING CENTER  
93 Strip— Open 10 a.m.*2 a.m. daily
VISA-
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Montana Review
Strings and things — 
Missoula Symphony Orchestra
Dressed casually, not wear­
ing black tuxedoes and evening 
gowns, and in a much looser at­
mosphere than the stage of the 
quiet University Theater, the 
Missoula Symphony Orchestra 
practices Thursday evenings in 
the basement of the Music 
Building. Strings hum like
Story and 
photos by  
Ted
Fiskewold
bees and the horns ride scales 
as the musicians tune their in­
struments. Soon rehearsal 
under the instruction of con­
ductor Thomas Elefant and 
concertmaster Walter Olivares 
begins.
Smiling and swaying with the 
music and the swing of his 
baton when everything goes 
well, Elefant grimaces when 
something's missing. "Too 
much," he will say. Or, "Mow, 
again. From the beginning and 
much lighter, please."
Seventy-seven people rang­
ing from university, high school 
and elementary school music 
instructors to university stu­
dents majoring in a diversity of 
subjects from music to creative 
writing make up the largest 
portion of the orchestra. Musi­
cians from the Missoula com­
munity contribute their part as 
well. Some of the players have 
been with the orchestra for 
years; others just started this 
year.
"It's open to everyone," Ele­
fant said. "Students, communi­
ty people, anyone who wants to 
play and passes the audition."
Braving snow, rain, hail and 
sleet in mailmanlike grandeur, 
orchestra members Dean and 
Virginia Vinal have been driving 
from Hamilton to Missoula for 
the past 26 years to attend re­
hearsals and concerts. Both re­
tirees from the music depart­
ment of Hamilton High School, 
she plays the violin, and he per­
forms in the brass section on 
the trombone.
Another commuter, Linda 
Lacy performs in the first violin 
section and travels to Missoula 
from her ranch in Drummond. 
Her husband, Richard, has 
played the french horn for the 
symphony in the past
The orchestra, founded in 
1919, was originally called the 
University Symphony Orches­
tra. The community became In­
volved when the Missoula Civic 
Symphony Association was 
started in 1954. Eugene Andrie 
was the founding conductor of 
the Missoula Symphony Or­
chestra and directed it under its 
new name for 21 years, until he 
retired in 1975.
Elefant said the symphony 
orchestra "is a cooperation be­
tween the university and the 
community. Funding comes 
from ticket sales and communi­
ty support"
The concert series operates 
on a $58,000 annual budget 
Season ticket buyers, or mem­
berships to the MCSA, account 
for $47,500 of the annual 
budget and die Montana Arts 
Council supported the series 
with a $2,500 grant this year. 
According to Sophie Lambros, 
president of the MCSA, gate 
ticket sales from the six con­
certs should bring another 
$2,500. Donations from pa­
trons, sponsors, club mem­
bers, sustaining members, 
benefactors and business con­
tributors ranging from corpora­
tions, corporate foundations.
local businesses and civic clubs 
to members of the university 
and Missoula communities ac­
count for the rest of the budget
Elefant came to Missoula in 
1980 to conduct the symphony 
orchestra but also teaches viola 
and conducts the University 
Chamber Orchestra. "Techni­
cally I'm a university employee 
with an outside commitment" 
he said. Elefant receives his 
main salary from the university 
and earns a stipend from the 
MCSA budget
According to Lam bros, 
$14,500 of the MCSA budget 
is used to pay stipends to the
conductor, concertmaster, as­
sistant concertmaster and the 
principal players in each of the 
strings, woodwinds, brass, per­
cussion and harp sections of 
the symphony orchestra.
Elefant was bom in Chile in 
1949. His parents were among 
thousands of homeless Euro­
pean Jews after World War II 
and emigrated to Chile from 
Czechoslovakia in 1947. The 
family moved to Mew York when 
he was 10, and it was there he 
began his mpsical studies on 
the violin. In 1972, he went to 
Israel, where he attended
ConL on p. 10
IM A CASUAL "STRINGS ONLY" PRACTICE in the basement o f the Music Building, Thomas Elefant 
conducts while concertmaster Walter Olivares keeps an eye on the violinists in back.
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"One's weakness might be  
another's strong point. Each 
conductor has brought the 
symphony along, and we will 
continue to get better" —  Mora 
Payne
IN PULL DRESS, Elefant displays a vigorous conducting style, one 
which is complemented by orchestra-goers and the orchestra 
members themselves.
THE VIOLIN SECTION PLAYERS, a cross section o f Missoula's young and old, concentrate on their 
music at rehearsal.
Cont from p. 9
graduate school and pursued 
studies in conducting at the 
Jerusalem Academy of Music. 
In 1975, he served as the assis­
tant conductor and principal 
baritonist of the Israeli Army 
Band, and he later toured Is­
rael as a member of the Jerusa­
lem String Quartet Elefant re­
turned to the United States in 
1977, and in 1978 he received 
a master of music degree at In­
diana University in orchestral
conducting. Immediately after, 
he received the post of assis­
tant conductor of the Michigan 
State University Orchestra and 
performed as violist in the Lan­
sing Symphony Orchestra and 
the Grand Rapids Symphony 
Orchestra in Michigan.
According to Lambros, Ele­
fant is the fourth conductor the 
orchestra has had since Andrie 
left. She said the turnover-in 
conductors has been a prob­
lem.
"Young conductors want a 
place to start and then move on 
to find something bigger and 
better," she said. "Many times 
they just want to conduct or­
chestras and don't want the 
confinement of teaching."
Lambros said Elefant "is 
working out beautifully," add­
ing, “I believe he will go on to 
something else eventually, but 
while he's here the orchestra 
will benefit and he will grow."
Cont on p. 11
[ U.C. REC. CENTER 1
NOW FORMING
Bowling, Billiards and 
Table Tennis Leagues
W ouldn 't you  rather be 
p la y in g  p in g  pong  
or pool?
*Bowling League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men’s, & Women’s 4-person teams. Play begins 
Jan. 19, rosters are due Jan. 14- at 2 p.m. Cost is $50/team for all lineage. 
Tournament to determine champion—March 8-12.
‘Billiards League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men’s, & wom en’s 2-person teams. Play begins 
Jan. 18 and rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. Cost is $20/team. Tournament 
to determine champion March 8-12.
‘Table Tennis League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men’s, & Women’s 2-person teams playing 
singles. Play begins Jan. 19 and rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. Cost is 
$ 15/team. Tournament to determine champion March 8-12.
Do you  rea lly  
have a 395  
average?
T eam  R osters  a re  d u e  
b y  2:00 p.m. Jan. 14, 1982
Turn Rosters in to U.C. Rec. Center desk.
‘League p la y  accum ula tes po in ts  
tow ards A L L  SPORTS TROPHY
For More Information Call 
U.C. Rec. 243-2733
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HERE THE BASSISTS INTENTLY STUDY THEIR MUSIC, pausing occasionally for Elefant's instruc­
tions. The orchestra has six or seven rehearsals before a performance, with occasional section 
practices.
Cont from p. 10
Mora Payne, a violinist with 
the orchestra for 10 years, has 
performed under five conduc­
tors.
"It's been an interesting ex­
perience playing with all of 
them," she said. "One's weak­
ness might be another's strong 
point Each conductor has 
brought the symphony along, 
and we continue to get better."
Walter Olivares, concertinas- 
ter for the orchestra, also was 
bom in Chile in 1949, the same 
year as Elefant, but Olivares' 
parents are natives to Chile. 
Olivares began his musical ca­
reer at the age of 8 when he en­
tered the National Conserva­
tory of Music in Santiago, Chile. 
He graduated from high school 
there. In 1970 Olivares came to 
the United States and entered 
the Texas Tech University in 
Lubbock receiving a master's 
degree in music performance.
Olivares came to Missoula in 
1977. Like Elefant, Olivares' 
duties are twofold — teaching 
and working with the sym­
phony orchestra.
As concertmaster, Olivares is 
the assistant to Elefant and
SHARP — SIAS  
M ISSOULA THEATRES
WILMA I
Chevy Chase In 
“MODERN PROBLEMS"
7:30 P.M. & 9:30 P.M. • Sat.-Sun. 
Bargain Matinees 2:00 Only
WILMA II
Geo. C. Scott • Timothy Hutton 
“TAPS”
7:00 P.M. & 9:20 P.M. • Sat.-Sun. 
Bargain Matinees 2:30 Only
WILMA III
“ FIDDLER ON THE ROOF” 
Tonight at 6:00 
Sat. at 2:15 P.M. & 6:00 P.M. 
Sun. at 2:15 P.M. & 8:00 PJM. 
Eves. Thereafter at 8:00
ROXY
Walt Disney's “CINDERELLA” - 
6:00 P.M.—7:25 P.M.—8:50 P.M. 
Saturday & Sunday at 
1:45 — 3:10 — 4:35 
6:00 — 7:25 — 8:50
would conduct in Elefant's ab­
sence. Elefant said the concert- 
master is chosen by virtue of 
his technical playing and lead­
ership abilities. “He (Olivares) 
is the main spokesman for the 
whole orchestra and the con­
ductor and leads the strings,"
Elefant said. "The right hand 
man in a sense."
Olivares' "right hand" person 
is his wife, Colleen, who holds 
the position of assistant con­
certmaster with the orchestra. 
A 1980 graduate of UM, she
Cont on p. 12
CONCERTMASTER WALTER OLIVARES, first violinist, is responsible  
for the strings section and conducts the orchestra in Elefant's 
absense. He is shown here performing at the orchestra's Nov. 8 
concert.
STARTS TODAY! ONE WEEK ONLY!
TO N IG H T  AT 8:00 
Saturday at 2:15 P.M. and 6:00 P.M.
Sunday at 2:15 P.M. and 8:00 P.M.
Evenings Thereafter at 8:00 
Bargain Matinee Prices Sat. & Sun
a tradition returns.
THE NEW WILMA III
Cinema of the Dove
Ground Floor (Basement) Level Wilma Bldg. 131 S. Higgins 543-7341
PMDUtllMI (III 
SMC
BASED DM THE NOVEl “OTTER MO BMC F
s e r a  iv JEFFREY ALAN FISKIN 
fflODucto iv PAUL R. GURIi
T  United Artists ClassicsCopyright & 1981 United Artists Corporation 
All rights reserved
NEW PROJECTION AND SOUND 
SYSTEMS NOW IN PLACE — 
OUR BEST SOUND & IMAGE EVER!
THEATRE /
515 SOUTH HIGGINS
MONTANA PREMIEREI 
SHOWS at 7:00 & 9:15
Semi-Annual “Save-Us-The-Postage” Sale
20-40% O ff Selected Titles
Overstock ★ Best-Sellers *  D 09S 
Jan. 8 — 25 Open Daily
including
Whole Earth Catalog ★ Warlock ★ 
Among The Believers ★ Children’s Story ★ 
Hotel New Hampshire ★ Cosmos & More
Fiction 
Poetry’82 Calendars
20%  OFF
Jan. 8-15
549-2127
FREDDY’S
FEED AND READ
Cookbooks 
Opinions 
1221 Helen
SUMMER JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES
Tuesday, January 12 
3:00-5:00 and 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Science Complex Room 225 
Personnel representatives from:
U.S. Forest Service 
Bureau of Land Management
application forms 
will be available sponsored by:
CSD & WRC
Alex C u tte r had a fa n ta s y... 
one his friends could not escape.
BRUCE LEE in
ENTER
THE DRAGON
LATE SHOWS 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
AT 11:30 P.M. 
MATINEES
SAT. & SUN. AT 2:00 P.M.
“ Hauntingly powerful, it has snap and style”
—New York Magazine
“ A tense, moody vision of life on the California 
edge ... Heard gives his best film performance”
—Newsweek
“ Easily the best directed Hollywood movie of the 
year, it percolates with odd rhythms, original scenes 
and comic details. —village voice
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VIOLINIST PARODA DOTY has been with the orchestra for 7 years 
this season. She. like many members o f the orchestra, also 
teaches private lessons.
Cont fron p. 11
holds a bachelor's degree in 
music performance and gives 
private music lessons. A stu­
dent when they married, she 
and Olivares perform with the 
orchestra in the first violin 
section.
The orchestra opened its 
season with a concert in De­
cember and will perform five 
more concerts this year on Jan. 
24, Feb. 14, March 9, April 18 
and May 16.
The December concert drew 
a near-capacity crowd at the 
University Theater, and Elefant 
said "the second concert usual­
ly has an even better turnout."
The orchestra is currently re­
hearsing for their Jan. 24 sym­
phony concert, which will be 
held at the University Theater. 
The orchestra will open with the
overture to the opera Magic 
Flute, k. 620. by W A  Mozart; 
the soloist will be Gary Karr 
whom critics have called "the
greatest living string bass vir­
tuoso;" and the orchestra will 
finish the concert with Schu­
bert's Symphony Mo. 3.
VIOLINISTS MORA PAYNE and Laurie Young, a graduate student 
in music at the University o f Montana, rehearse at the orchestra's 
weekly practice session.
The Book Department 
Staff Would Like to 
THANK the Following 
Instructors for 
Turning in Their 
Winter Quarter 
Orders on Time ...
A NTH R O PO LO G Y  
Prof. Bessac 
Prof. Smith
ART
Prof. Codell
B IO LO G Y  
Prof. A llendorf 
Prof. Peterson
BO TA NY  
Prof. Briggs 
Prof. Miller
B USINESS A D M IN ISTR A TIO N  
Prof. Hollmann 
Prof. Barth 
Prof. Nikolaisen  
Prof. Bartlett 
Prof. Hesler 
Prof. Dailey  
Prof. Withycombe 
Prof. Barrett
CHEM ISTRY  
Prof. Scott 
Prof. Woodbury 
Prof. Osterheld 
Prof. Field 
Prof. Fessenden
IN TER PE R SO N A L C O M M UNICATIO N  
Prof. Baker 
Prof. Nussbaum
COM PUTER SCIENCE  
Prof. Briggs 
Prof. Schiedermayer 
Prof. Manlove
DRAM A/D ANCE  
Prof. Brooks-Schmitz 
Prof. Crump 
Prof. Raoul
ECONOMICS  
Prof. Wicks
E D U C A T IO N  
Prof. Ray  
Prof. Millis 
Prof. Rudio 
Prof. Wiget 
Prof. Lew is  
Prof. Riley 
Prof. Von Kuster 
Prof. Bell 
Prof. Coladarci 
Prof. Kameenui
ENG LISH  
Prof. Justman 
Prof. Bier 
Prof. Adler
FO REIGN  L A N G U A G E S  
Prof. Wang 
Prof. Ortisi 
Prof. Lutes 
Prof. Gabriel 
Prof. Brock
FORESTRY  
Prof. W illard  
Prof. Zarzyski 
Prof. Stark 
Prof. Running 
Prof. Shannon .
Prof. Nimlos 
Prof. Meier 
Prof. Harris 
Prof. Lowe  
Prof. Frissell 
Prof. McClelland
GEO G R APH Y  
Prof. Crowley  
Prof. Donahue 
Prof. Wilson
GEO LO GY  
Prof. Wehrenberg 
Prof. Fields
H PE
Prof. Dinkle 
Prof. Murphy 
Prof. M iller 
Prof. Curry  
Prof. Lorenz
H ISTORY  
Prof. Lindsay 
P^of. Hampton 
Prof. Frey
HOME ECONOM ICS  
Prof. Bachmann 
Prof. Milodragovich 
Prof. Peterson
JO UR N ALISM  
Prof. Lee
M ICROBIOLOGY  
Prof. Speer 
Prof. Taylor 
Prof. Rudbach 
Prof. Nakam ura
MUSIC
Prof. Alexander 
Prof. Lewis 
Prof. Cook
N A T IV E  AM ER IC AN  STUDIES  
Prof. LeBeau
N U R S IN G  
Prof. Line 
Prof. Snyder 
Prof. Finley 
Prof. Gill 
Prof. Harrod  
Prof. Sahs 
Prof. Fraley
PH A R M A CY  
Prof. Cochran 
Prof. Pettinato 
Prof. Morin 
Prof. Eyer 
Prof. Smith 
Prof. Wailes
PH ILO SO PH Y  
Prof. H uff
PH Y S IC A L  TH E R A PY  
Prof. Gajdosik
PH YSICS  
Prof. Jakobson  
Prof. Jeppesen
PO L IT IC A L  SCIENCE  
Prof. Chaloupka 
Prof. Olufs 
Prof. Briggs 
Prof. Lopach
PSYCH O LO GY  
Prof. Kettlewell 
Prof. Hill 
Prof. Walsh 
Prof. Camp 
Prof. Allen
RAD IO /TELEVIS IO N  
Prof. Hess
SCIENCE  
Prof. Cox
SO CIAL WORK  
Prof. Horejsi
SOCIOLOGY  
Prof. Mazur 
Prof. Miller 
Prof. McBroom
ZOOLOGY  
Prof. Sheldon 
Prof. Tibbs 
Prof. Patent
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501 S. Higgins, Missoula, MT 59801
A aaaah, w in te r!. . .  It’s tim e for snow  
again and this winter the Trail Head is 
once again ready to give you friendly, 
expert advice and service on 
purchasing or renting gear for your 
winter activities. W hen it com es to 
cross-country skiing, w e’re the  
experts. W e use the equipm ent 
ourselves; w e’re tourers, instructors, 
m ountain skiers, and racers. W e take  
it seriously, and we take tim e in 
testing, buying and selling our 
equipm ent to insure that you are given 
the chance to purchase the highest 
quality winter equipm ent available.
W e won’t leave you stranded, either —  
our shop is an education and service 
center as well as a retail store. Our 
talented staff of skiers and m ountain 
travelers can m ount or repair our skis, 
help plan an outing, solve an 
equipm ent problem , or if you wish, 
teach you to ski.
W e want to m ake your winter an 
enjoyable one. Turn the page, see 
what we have planned for the winter 
season, and join us if you like —  w e’ll 
enjoy having you along.
1C BULK RATE 
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Missoula, MT 59801 
Permit #  571
CROSS 
COUNTRY 
SKI BOOTS
Good boots are truly the foundation of an enjoyable skiing experience. Far 
more than a shoe, a good ski boot must help keep your feet warm and dry, 
maintain solid contact between your feet and the ski, flex in the right place 
for comfort and control, and provide lateral and torsional stability to help 
you turn. This is a pretty tall order to fill and you will find that buying the 
best boots you can afford will repay you many times over in comfort, dur­
ability and carefree skiing.
TOURING/LIGHT
TOURING
These light to. medium weight boots 
are designed for the all-around skier. 
They function well on or off the track 
and are fine for week-end backpack­
ing trips. They don't transmit turning 
forces as well as the heavier boots, 
but when used with a bit of finesse, 
or a heel locater, will ski downhill 
well. These are the most versatile of 
our cross-country ski boots.
ALFA 2001 — A very high quality tour­
ing boot that is world famous for its fit. A 
thick cowhide upper, vulcanized welt and 
a double tongue and lace make fora very 
warm, durable boot. Try these on and find 
out what goes into an Alfa boot before 
your feet do. $85.00
ALPINA TUR 75 — It’s hard to find a 
well-fitting, inexpensive boot but several 
years of experience with the Tur 75 have 
convinced us that we have one. Quality 
Juchten leather, vulcanized welts, and 
reinforced pin holes make this a great 
boot for the beginner or the 
casual user. $50.00
NORRONA 222 — This is a very nice 
stitch-welted boot that offers the budget- 
minded skier the opportunity to own a tor- 
sionally stiff stitched boot for the same 
money you might pay for a medium quali­
ty molded boot. This a great buy in a 
stiffer boot for the all terrain skier$65.00
NORRONA 1221 — A fleece-lined full- 
grained leather boot designed for the 
skier involved in track skiing, day touring 
and an occasional backpacking trip. 
Stitch welting and a stiff midsole make * 
this a fine telemark boot when you use it 
with a heel locater and a touring ski.
$97.00
NORRONA 1131 — This Is a beautiful 
full-grained fleece-lined touring boot that 
is perfect for the back-country tour-skier. 
Stitched welt, reinforced toe plates and 
heavy midsoles make this a comfortable 
touring boot that turns quite well, and is 
very warm. $112.00
X-C COUNTRY  
DOW NHILL/  
M OUNTAIN  
TOURING
Nordic downhill boots are built a bit 
heavier than touring boots. They 
have stiffer uppers, torsionally stiff 
midsoles and lug soles trimmed for 
three pin bindings. These boots are 
built to help you transmit subtle leg 
and foot movements directly to your 
skis. They're a bit heavy for everyday 
skiing but work well if you don’t mind 
the extra weight.
ALPINA TELEMARK — This is a 
midweight touring and x-c downhill boot 
that gives you a lot of beef for your bucks. 
Full grain leather upper, bellows tongue, 
leather midsoles and a steel shank are all 
well used to build a boot that is great for 
ski backpacking and telemark skiing.
$120.00
ASOLO SNOWFIELD — A big hit last 
year, the Snowfield has been improved 
for 1982. This year's Snowfield is a bit 
stiffer than before. This extra stiffness 
makes the Snowfield a very nice light boot 
that fits well and has the stiffness to allow 
you to really turn your skinny skis.
$129.00
ASOLO EXTREME — This is a new 
boot, but prototypes of this boot were 
worn by more than 50% of the telemark 
racers on the national circuit last winter. It 
looks a lot like the Snowfield but has a 
very advanced toe design that gives it in­
credible torsional stiffness and a beautiful 
fit in the binding. If you like to ski hard, 
check this one out! $150.00
GALIBIER CORRENCON — still the 
best! This is a very heavy duty boot for the 
serious norpine skier. Full grain leather 
upper, steel shank, rubber midsoles, and 
Vibram lug soles make a tremendously 
durable boot that will allow you to really’ 
crank out those telemark turns. Get yours 
early, they're hard to get and they go fast.
$165.00
ASOLO SUMMIT — This is a double 
boot version of the Snowfield. A complete 
leather and wool felt inner boot are added 
to an oversize Snowfield to provide extra 
warmth for very cold weather and extend­
ed winter backpacking trips. It's a very 
warm boot and if your feet are always 
cold, this may be the mountain skiing 
boot you need. $175.00
RACING
More of a fancy running shoe than a ski boot, these boots are designed for 
optimum performance on prepared tracks. They use special 50mm wide 
bindings to avoid drag in the track and have very effective wedge shaped 
heel stabilizers for positive downhill control. •
SUVEREN RACING — The choice of over 14 national teams, these flashy red, 
white, and blue boots are also our best selling racing shoe. 50mm toe. nylon uppers 
and Hytrel sole — fits well and skis great! $60.00
SKIING FINN — This is a really well-built racing boot that you have to ski to 
believe. The upper is a synthetic leather that is very water resistant, but still breathes 
well. 50mm toe, Hytrel sole, and flap over lacing to keep out snow and wat$!75.00
RACING AND  
PERFORMANCE SKIS
Light, lively and fast! These skis are built 
for on track training and racing. They are 
perfect for the exercise skier and citizen 
racer. They require skill to ski, but your ef­
fort and practice are returned many times 
over with incredible performance — sort of 
like a Porsche for your feet.
FISCHER RACING SL — Super light for 
racing or training. High performance but not 
hard to ski. Poplar reinforced fiberglass/isocore 
foam core and a shock absorbing javelin tip. 
Sidecut 45mm/javelin tip.
Weight 1450 g. $129.00
FISCHER SUPER GLASS — A very light ski 
with a bit of sidecut. Perfect for the non-racing 
performance skier. Drilled poplar core and 
Fischer L20 flex for easy turning and enhanced 
kick and glide.
Sidecut 51mm, 49mm, 50mm 
Weight 1750 g. $95.00
PELTONEN SPRINT — A fine handbuilt ci­
tizen racing ski. Air channeled wood core and a 
very high grade P-tex base make a fast and af­
fordable racing ski.
Sidecut 45mm parallel
Weight 1500 g. $110.00
PELTONEN OLYMPIC — Ultra-light, ultra­
fast and completely hand built. This is a very 
serious ski for skilled racers. Foam core, wood 
sidewalls, three groove tail and an ultra fast 
base.
Sidecut 44mm/javelin tip
Weight 1300 g. $180.00
CROSS COI
Cross country skiing is our specialty at th 
selected for the 1981-1982 season are th 
and snow conditions. There are skis hei 
professional, as well as a wide range of 
how good you are or how much you spen 
of skis, professionally fit and serviced, 
choice and com e on in for some advice. I 
your investment in tim e and money.
LIGHT
TOURING SKIS
These skis are built to be both light and 
strong, and to perform well both on the 
track and on unpacked trails. They are 
easy to ski and easy to learn on and are 
the best skis for most people most of the 
time.
FISCHER FIBRE — An excellent entry level 
ski for the beginner. Solid wood core fiberglass 
sandwich construction makes this a strong 
predictable ski that you will really enjoy. 
Sidecut 51mm, 49mm, 51mm 
Weight 1900 g. $80.00
FISCHER FIBRE CROWN — Our mosi 
popular ski. This is a waxfree version of the 
Fibre that utilizes Fischer's very advanced and 
effective Crown Base on a high quality ski. 
Sidecut 51mm, 49mm, 51mm 
Weight 1900 g. $97.00
EPOKE 900 — An outstanding light touring 
ski with torsion box construction. Unsurpassed 
in reliability and skiability in all types of terrain, 
and very strong.
Sidecut 55mm, 47mm, 51mm 
Weight 1800 g. $150.00
FISCHER JR. CROWN — Just like mom and 
dad have. The Jr. Crown is a high quality chil­
dren's ski with a waxfree base that is easy to 
learn on, but doesn’t ski like a 2x4!
Sidecut 47.5mm,
45.5mm, 46.5mm $49.00-$58.00
' SKI PACKAGES
The Trail Head doesn't believe in selling ski 
“packages” per se. Most so-called pack­
ages contain junk boots, poles and bind­
ings in order to present a brand name ski 
at a very low price. Instead, we allow you to 
select each component from our quality 
gear and build your own package to suit 
your needs and budget. If you buy skis, 
boots, poles and bindings from us, we will 
deduct 10% from the total cost. The result: 
a package for you, a deal for you, and a 
much happier customer for us!
We will be glad to advise you in your selec­
tions and help you build a well-balanced 
package to suit your skiing style. It takes a 
bit more time this way, but then, doesn't 
anything that’s well done?
CHILDREN’S PACKAGES
In order to allow you to put your young­
sters on skis that they can enjoy, we make 
a special effort to stock good equipment 
for young skiers, as well as a low-priced 
children's package. Since children have a 
habit of growing, we have also instituted a 
children’s ski package program that allows 
you to trade small gear for gear that fits!
We're willing to take the time to help 
tomorrow's skiers get started off on the 
right foot.
This year we are able to offer children's 
and junior packages in price ranges from 
$65.00 to $85.00 and we are again offering 
our junior ski exchange program subject to 
the same rules and procedure as last year.
Rule*:
1) You must have purchased the skis, 
boots, or poles to be exchanged from The 
Trail Head. Save your receipt for proof of 
purchase, please.
2) This is not a clearing house or buying 
outlet for used equipment — this is an ex­
change for the benefit of your children. 
Procedure:
1) We exchange outgrown items for items 
of equal value and roughly equal wear.
2) If you wish to buy new children’s gear, j 
we will give you the fair value of your old 
skis or boots as a credit toward your pur­
chase.
3) Please deal directly with Charlie, Elliott, j 
or Bob for the fastest service.
' ______J\
ljntry sk is
e Trail Head, and we feel that the skis w e have  
e best available for W estern M o ntana’s terrain  
e for every type of skier —  rank beginner or 
prices to suit anyone's budget. R egardless of 
id, we guarantee that you will get a quality pair 
that you will enjoy using. G o ahead, m ake a 
\|0 where else will you get as m uch value from
TOURING
SKIS
A bit wider and heavier than our light tour­
ing skis, these skis are built for the skier 
who is just beginning, doing a bit of back­
packing, or dealing with soft or deep snow. 
They are easy to learn on, and are useful in 
a wide variety of snow conditions and ter­
rain.
FISCHER TOURING — This is a new design 
for the older H.C. It's designed for the off track 
skier who wants a soft, even flexing ski that will 
perform well in untracked snow.
Sidecut 59mm, 50mm, 54mm
Weight 1950 g. $115.00
FISCHER TOURING CROWN — This is a 
waxfree version of the Touring that uses 
Fischer's very effective Crown base. A perfect all 
around ski for those who chose not to wax. 
Sidecut 59mm, 50mm, 54mm 
Weight 2050 g. $123.00
EPOKE 1000 — This is the ultimate back- 
country touring ski. Superb torsional stiffness, 
wood core, and a softer flex than the 900 make 
this an outstanding cross-country downhill ski! 
Sidecut 61mm, 52mm, 55mm 
Weight 2000 g. $150.00
BONNA 2200/2200 P.C. — These are very 
strong and easy to ski. Available in waxable or 
mica bases, the Bonna's are the perfect choice 
for the beginning tourer or ski backpacker. 
Sidecut 54mm, 51 mm, 53mm 
Weight 2200 g. $90.00 wax/$95.00 mica
FISCHER 99 ST — This new 99 is truly a 
touring ski with full length offset steel edges. It 
has a touring ski camber and a tough wood core 
that make it perfect for the backcountry traveler 
and ski tourer who like extra control on the 
downhills.
Sidecut 63mm, 53mm, 58mm
Weight 2200 g. $139.00
X-C
DOWNHILL
Tired of downhill skiing, want to get your 
skinny skis way up in the mountains? Go 
right ahead. Montana provides the moun­
tains and we provide the skis. A pair of 
these, some good stiff boots, a lesson or 
two and you’re set for a winter of skiing 
fun.
KAZAM A TELEMARK COMP. — New 
and hot! This is an improved version of the well- 
known Mountain High. They have a more even 
flex and greater torsional stiffness, and they turn 
cleaner than anything we've ever skied on! 
Sidecut 62mm, 54mm, 57mm 
Weight 2900 g. $175.00
EPOKE ALPINE EDGE — Epoke has finally 
produced a steel edged ski that promises to be 
a real winner. This is a wood core glass sand­
wich ski that is torsionally very stiff.
Sidecut 63mm, 52mm, 57mm 
Weight 2500 g. $180.00
KARHU XCD — This is our easiest x-c down­
hill ski to learn on. The foam core Karpour con­
struction gives an even flexing rugged ski that is 
very forgiving to the beginner, and skis well for 
the expert.
Sidecut 62mm, 52mm, 57mm 
Weight 2190 g. $140.00
KARHU XCD COMP. — This is a new ver­
sion of the XCD that was developed for their 
team skiers last year. It's softer and torsionally 
stiffer than the XCD, making it perfect for the 
skier with a taste for downhill speed.
Sideut 62mm, 52m, 57mm
Weight 2150 g. $175.00
CLINICS, SEMINARS, RACES
W H A T ’S H A P P E N IN G  W IN T E R  1981-1982
OCTOBER
9th — All of our winter stock will be out and 
ready to go. Stop in and see all of our exciting 
new gear for the 1981-82 ski season.
NOVEMBER
8th — S.O.S. Fair — Stop by Big Sky High 
School and say hello.
12th — Open House — Films, wax clinics and 
Just plain old browsing. Get ready for a great ski 
season, and get started before it snows. 6 p.m.-9 
p.m. at The Trail Head.
~  Getting Started in X-C Skiing — This is a 
Jr ™c, *°r new skiers, to help answer your ques- 
tsons about modern X-C ski gear, clothing, 
learning opportunities and places to go. 7:00 
p.m.
24th — Wax Clinic — If you're just getting start­
ed you should be sure to catch this one. 7:00 
p.m.
DECEMBER
8th — Wax Clinic — A repeat of our 11 /24 clinic. 
7:00 p.m.
— Demo Day — We're putting everything 
we have on the snow! Try anything you like, ski 
ine best and maybe learn a little. This is your 
cnance to try before you buy. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
FREE. Location will depend on snow conditions 
so give us a call.
15th — Wax Clinic — 7:00 p.m.
JANUARY
~.Wax Clinic — The skis for Christmas were
a big surprise? 7:00 p.m.
7th — Waxing for Ski Racing — This will be a 
pretty thorough clinic that will , cover waxing, 
preparation and ski fitting considerations for 
performance skiers and racers. 7:00 p.m.
10th — 6th Annual OZONE INTERNATIONAL —
This is our annual X-C Race. We'll, have classes 
for beginners and experts and lots of fun for 
everyone! Look for entry blanks right after 
Christmas.
12th — Telemark Clinic — Learn to make those 
skinny skis go where you want them to go! At the 
Marshall ski area. 6:30 p.m. Call us for details, 
as this depends on snow conditions. j
19th — Telemark Race — Test your skills 
against the clock. Lots of fun and a good chance 
to watch and learn. Marshall Ski Area. 6:30 p.m. 
Please call after the 1st of the year for details. 
FEBRUARY
2nd — Wax Clinic — For beginning and inter­
mediate skiers. 7:00 p.m.
4th — Backcountry Ski Clinic — Advice, equip- 
ment and safety consideration of off-area skiing 
and ski backpacking. 7:00 p.m.
9th — Avalanche Clinic — Know your enemy! 
Every backcountry skier needs to know the why 
and how of avalanche forecasting, rescue and 
rescue equipment. Please don't miss this one.
7:00 p.m.
16th — Wax Clinic — A repeat of oyr 2/2/82 
clinic. 7:00 p.m..
All clinics will be downstairs at'our shop unless 
otherwise noted; .  * .  “  ~ j
POLES 
BINDINGS 
AND SKI 
ACCESSORIES
These are the small things that make big differences. The careful choice of 
ski accessories will help insure that you enjoy trouble-free touring and day 
skiing, and will help decrease wear ahd tear on your equipment: Stop in 
and see what we've got.
POLES BINDINGS
From racing to mountain touring, EX- For Touring
CEL makes the best! Skilom flat bale $10.00 pr.
.EXCEL NOVA $13.00 pr. Rottafella Master step in 15.00 pr.
EXCEL POLARIS 14.00 pr. Normark standard 12.00 pr.
EXCEL SPORT 22.50 pr. For Mountain Skiing
EXCEL ARTIC 28.00 pr. Normark Elite $15.00 pr.
EXCEL WINNER 50.00 pr. Normark Ejite Mtn 1M 0 pr.
W e a ls o  s to c k  th e  L ife -L in k  Voile’ telemark 32.90 set
avalanche probe pole that converts Ramer s  $120.00 pr.
from a high quality touring pole into 
an avalanche probe in just seconds. F °r Racing
$50.00 pr. Skiing Finn 50mm $15.00
Rottafella Winner 50 mm 15.00
ACCESSORIES
No one stocks as many fine ski care, waxing or backcountry ski accessor­
ies as we do. Wax, skins, overbooties, books, heel locators, avalanche 
beacons, spare parts, sunglasses, gaitors — you name it and we’ve got it. 
Look for these famous brands.
SWIX, COLL-TEX, TOKO, EX-ELITE, VUARNET, RAMER, EXIT, BARRE- 
CRAFTER, LIFE-LINK, CARMAN, BOUTON, UVEX, SPENCO, BOREAL, 
STYLE EYES and LOWE. W e’ve got everything you need to wax or repair 
your skis, as well as the sm^ll goodies that you need to make your skiing 
safer and more enjoyable.
X-C SKI RENTALS
Take a friend skiing, or take the whole family. If you don’t own your own 
gear you can rent the same fine gear we sell for just a few dollars a day.
.You can even apply two days of ski rental fees to the purchase of your own 
gear.
RATES
Weekday rentals — $4.00/day. Saturday or Sunday — $6.00/day. Weekend
—  $ 11.00.
OTHER RENTALS
We also rent winter camping gear, snowshoes and tents. Because of the 
high demand for our rentals, reservations are often required. Stop by and 
pick up a complete rental rate sheet for all of the details!
V  _____________ ______________________ ____ ____________________________________J
'  JOIN THE 5% CLUB "
— and save money! Simply by saving your stamped receipt, 5% of the cash 
value of your purchase may be used as a credit toward your future pur­
chases.
Here’s how it works:
1. YOU must present your receipt to receive your credit.
2. You must use them within 1 year of the date of the receipt.
3. You must pay with cash.
4. You will not receive this credit when purchasing sale or reduced 
price goods.
5. Credits must only be used by the original purchaser.
6. The value of your credits used cannot exceed the value of your 
purchase.
This is our way of saying thanks for doing business with us,
Y  . • - and we hope to see'you again.
RUGGED OUTDOOR CLOTHING
Comfortable, functional outdoor clothing can often make the difference between an enjoyable outing and a cold wet trip. By 
selecting your clothing carefully, It is possible to stay warm and dry in the most severe weather, and cool and comfortable on the 
nicest days — all with a minimum of weight and bulk. We stock outdoor clothing from many of the finest manufacturers in the 
world, both in traditional and stylish looks and in men's and women's sizes. Our experienced staff will be happy to help you select 
clothing to suit your needs from our selection of outdoor wear.
THE WELL DRESSED
DIFFERENCE
v ________________________________________________________________________ >
COMFORTABLE
OUTDOOR
CLOTHING
The secret is layers, and the dif­
ference is comfort and warmth in­
stead of that soggy, cold out-of­
gas feeling. Your clothing for X-C 
skiing, or any other active winter 
sport, can best be thought of as a 
three-part system with the dual 
functions of heat retention and 
moisture transport.
The first part of the system is a 
next-to-the-skin layer of poly- 
propolene underwear that will 
wick moisture away from your skin 
and into your outer layers of non­
absorbent clothing.
The second part of the system is 
your insulating layer or layers. 
These layers of nylon pile,, wool, 
down, or synthetic insulation  
provide warmth by trapping body 
heat while allowing moisture to es­
cape.
The third part of the system is 
your storm-proof layer. These 
outer garm ents should be of 
breathable waterpoof Qore-tex so 
that you may continue to be active 
in bad weather without getting 
soaked from the weather or your 
own perspiration.
Using a system like this will allow 
you to regulate your body temper­
ature by adding or removing 
layers of clothing to fit the current 
weather conditions, and your ac­
tivity level. This concept allows 
you to tailor your own clothing 
selection to fit your needs — fast 
and flashy, low key, or somewhere 
in between, while still giving you 
the protection you need to enjoy 
winter outdoor sports.
Nylon band.in 
gloves passes 
moisture to 
outside air.
Body moisture 
wicked by 
polypropolene 
underwear 
passes
through nylon 
knit knicker to 
the outside 
air.
Insulated 
over boots 
and/or 
gaitors keep 
X-C boots dry 
and provide 
extra
insulation to 
keep cold 
and snow out.
Nylon, or 
breathable 
leather, boots 
allow
perspiration to 
exit.
From skin, perspiration is 
wicked through 
polypropolene shirt to 
wool t-neck, then into 
stretch jacket where 
moisture passes to 
outside air.
Mosorbent head band and light hat 
wick moisture away from scalp to 
prevent excessive heat loss from 
this critical area. Easiest area to 
regulate heat loss by adding or. 
removing hats.
Wool or pile mitten 
and Gore-tex shel 
mitt allow loft and 
waterproofness fo 
good insulation.
Gore-tex pants over stretch 
or wool snickers allow body 
moisturfeito pass out. but 
prevent n o w  from reaching 
the skiea
MATERIALS AND 
INSULATIONS
Modern synthetic fibers and laminated mater­
ials have revolutionized the outdoor clothing 
industry. To help you better understand state 
of the art clothing designs here’s a rundown 
of the newer shell and fill materials that you’ll 
find in the outdoor clothing of the 80's.
GORE-TEX — Gore-tex is not a cloth, but 
rather a teflon film laminated to a piece of 
cloth. This film contains millions of micros­
copic holes sized to allow the escape of water 
vapor, but too small to admit water molecules. 
This material makes an excellent waterproof 
shell or covering layer for all weather gar­
ments.
POLYOLEFIN — This is a non-absorbent fa­
bric used in undergarments to help wick 
moisture from your skin to your outer layers 
of clothing.
L ight, stre tchy and am azin g ly  w arm , 
polyolefin should always be worn next to your 
skin during any cold weather activity that 
might cause you to sweat and become chilled.
THINSULATE — Thir sulate is an advanced 
micro-fiber synthetic insulation that is used as 
a fill in vests and jackets. It is twice as warm in 
a given thickness than any other insulation, 
and allows manuL cturers to produce warm 
clothing that is not bulky, it is warm even if it 
gets wet.
PILE — Pile is another micro-fiber insulation 
that is woven in a manner that allows it to be 
used as an buter garment. This is the wool 
sweater of the 80’s! Pile is half the weight of 
wool, dries 10 times faster, and absorbs only 
.01% of its weight in moisture — the perfect 
companion to poly-olefin underwear and a 
Gore-tex jacket.
POLARG UARD  — This is a synthetic insula­
tion that is well known for its ability to keep 
you warm even when it’s wet. Unlike its short 
fiber counterparts, Hollowfill II and Dacron 88, 
Polarguard is a longer fiber and thus does not 
bunch or clump after washing. It is a very 
common insulation for use in sleeping bags, 
jackets and vests.
CREAM OF THE CLOTHES
The companies mentioned here are just a sam­
pling of our manufacturers. We have chosen to 
highlight these because we feel that these com­
panies are the current leaders in patterning, de­
sign and material utilization for outdoor clothing. 
Stop in and see for yourself just what we have to 
offer.
PATAGONIA — Chouinard started the pile 
jacket revolution in the U.S.A., and they didn’t 
stop there. Their gear is designed to really take a 
beating. Try on a beautiful Bunting jacket or a 
pair of canvas climbing pants; and feel Patagon­
ia’s fit and comfort for yourself.
CHINOOK — Bannana has changed their name, 
- but the products have remained the same. These 
' folks make quality Gore^tex clothing that doesn't
cost an arm and a leg. Try on a Chinook shell 
garment and feel the quality and durability of a 
well-built piece of clothing that lasts.
MARMOT — Marmot produces the highest 
quality down and Gore-tex outdoor clothing we 
have ever seenl Try on a Silver Fox, Lynx or 
Warm I parka and see how Marmot brings de­
sign and style together with great fit.
MOONSTONE — Doug Robinson, well-know al­
pinist and backcountry skier, has described 
Moonstone's clothing as “the state of several 
arts.” No one has pushed the possibilities of 
modern synthetic materials and fine craftsman­
ship farther than Moonstone, they produce, 
quite simply, the most advanced synthetic filled 
clothing in the world.
POWDERHORN — Fashion and function. To 
blend them into a piece of clothing is tough — to 
do it better than Powderhorn is next to impossi­
ble. Look good and feel good in a new Down 
Bighorn, Corbett or Teton jacket this season.
WOOLRICH — Traditional outdoor clothing that 
is built to take it. From wool shirts to knickers, 
night shirts to 60/40 parkas, Woolrich produces 
fine clothing that looks just as good around town 
as it does in the mountains.
We also stock clothing, hats, gloves and acces­
sories from SXC, WIGWAM. GERRY. DACH- 
STEIN, BOSTON TRADERS, CAMP 7, COLUM­
BIA SPORTSWEAR, JAN SPORT and WILDER­
NESS EXPERIENCE
Stop in and see what we have for you!
